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FAST ATTITUDE MANEUVERS FOR THE 
LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE ORIBTER 
Mark Karpenko,* Travis Lippman,† I. Michael Ross,‡ 
Julie K. Halverson,§ Timothy McClanahan,** Michael Barker,†† 
Erwan Mazarico,‡‡ Rebecca Besser,§§ Cornelius J. Dennehy,*** 
Tannen VanZwieten,††† and Aron Wolf‡‡‡ 
This paper describes a new operational capability for fast attitude maneuvering 
that is being developed for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). The LRO 
hosts seven scientific instruments. For some instruments, it is necessary to per-
form large off-nadir slews to collect scientific data. The accessibility of off-nadir 
science targets has been limited by slew rates and/or occultation, thermal and 
power constraints along the standard slew path. The new fast maneuver (Fast-
Man) algorithm employs a slew path that autonomously avoids constraint viola-
tions while simultaneously minimizing the slew time. The FastMan algorithm 
will open regions of observation that were not previously feasible and improve 
the overall science return for LRO’s extended mission.  The design of an exam-
ple fast maneuver for LRO’s Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter that reduces the 
slew time by nearly 40% is presented. Pre-flight, ground-test, end-to-end tests 
are also presented to demonstrate the readiness of FastMan. This pioneering 
work is extensible and has potential to improve the science data collection return 
of other NASA spacecraft, especially those observatories in extended mission 
phases where new applications are proposed to expand their utility. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first minimum time attitude maneuver was flown on NASA’s Transition Region and Cor-
onal Explorer (TRACE) in August 2010 [1, 2]. In contrast to a standard slew, a minimum time 
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attitude maneuver is a non-standard slew that exploits the spacecraft’s instantaneous preferred 
axes of rotation. That is, the minimum-time (‘fast’) maneuver follows a path that maximizes the 
momentum-to-inertia ratio as the spacecraft is reoriented to the target attitude. A standard attitude 
maneuver about the vehicle’s roll axis is shown in Figure 1a. The fast maneuver shown in  
Figure 1b has the same starting and ending attitudes but is accomplished in less time, because it 
steers the spacecraft motion along the preferred path of greatest agility rather than about the 
eigenaxis. Typical slew time reductions observed on the TRACE spacecraft were greater than 
20% but reduction in slew time ultimately depends on the details of a specific spacecraft’s mass 
properties and attitude control authority.  For instance, in some cases, it is possible to generate 
reduction in slew times in excess of 70%. [10]. A simple procedure for estimating the benefit of 
implementing a fast maneuver in comparison with a standard slew is based on the spacecraft agil-
itoid* and is detailed in [3]. 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 1. “Snapshots” of TRACE’s standard (a) and minimum-time (b) maneuvers  
reconstructed from telemetry data of the 2010 flight demonstrations. 
 
This paper presents new details related to the recent development of fast attitude maneuvering 
for NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). The LRO was launched in 2009 as a robotic 
mission for mapping the moon's surface. The mission has been extended with a unique set of sci-
ence objectives aimed at improving our understanding of processes throughout the solar system. 
The LRO hosts seven scientific instruments. As part of the extended mission operations, it has 
become necessary to frequently slew through large angles to acquire off nadir science targets. 
This has pushed the limits of the attitude control system, which was originally designed to sup-
port a primarily nadir pointing mission. Using the existing attitude control logic for extended mis-
sion science has limited the accessibility of off nadir science targets due to restrictions on slew 
rates and/or violations of occultation, thermal or power constraints along the standard slew path. 
The newly developed fast attitude maneuvering algorithm (FastMan) employs a slew path that 
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the relationship between the slew torque or momentum authority and the spacecraft mass-properties. 
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specifically avoids constraint violations while minimizing the slew time. LRO’s new slew algo-
rithm is therefore an extension of the minimum-time slew previously demonstrated on the 
TRACE spacecraft. The main hurdles to overcome in extending the minimum-time slew for im-
plementation on LRO have been in the formulation and inclusion of operational path constraints 
such as occultation and specifying the maneuver boundary conditions consistent with the pointing 
geometries required to support the extended mission science objectives. 
In LRO’s fourth extended mission, the FastMan algorithm is poised to open regions of obser-
vation that were not previously feasible. This will improve the overall mission science return. In 
this paper, the latter aspect is demonstrated for an example involving the Lunar Orbiter Laser Al-
timeter (LOLA), one of LRO’s seven scientific instruments. High-fidelity simulations as well as 
pre-flight check-out activities conducted using mission tools from NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center are presented to demonstrate the flight readiness of the new attitude maneuvers. 
ENHANCING LRO’S EXTENDED MISSION SCIENCE RETURN  
The LRO (see Figure 2) has seven scientific instruments mounted to a nominally (lunar) nadir 
facing instrument deck. The Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) in-
strument has characterized the lunar radiation environment and allowed scientists to determine 
potential impacts to astronauts and other life. The Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment (DLRE) 
has identified cold traps and potential ice deposits as well as rough terrain and other landing haz-
ards by measuring surface and subsurface temperatures from orbit. The Lyman-Alpha Mapping 
Project (LAMP) has searched for surface ice and frost in the polar regions and has provided im-
ages of permanently shadowed regions of the lunar surface. The Lunar Exploration Neutron De-
tector (LEND) has been used to create high-resolution maps of lunar hydrogen distribution and 
gather information about the neutron component of the lunar radiation environment. The Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) continues to take high-resolution, black-and-white im-
ages of the lunar surface. The Miniature Radio Frequency (Mini-RF) is an advanced radar that 
has been used to image the polar regions and search for water ice. The Lunar Orbiter Laser Al-
timeter (LOLA) has been used to generate a high-resolution, 3D map of the moon.  
 
 
Figure 2. Instrument suite of the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. 
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In addition to the nadir-facing altimeter, LOLA has a secondary laser ranging (LR) system 
mounted on the anti-nadir facing high-gain antenna. Normally this ranging system is used to cali-
brate the primary LOLA instrument. Recently, the LR has been repurposed and used to detect 
dust near the lunar surface to study Lunar horizon glow. The LR must be slewed to the sunrise or 
sunset horizon in order to look for evidence of scattered light. This is detected as a rise in signal 
when the sun is just below the horizon as illustrated in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Pointing geometry of LOLA laser ranging sensor for detection of lunar dust. 
Because LOLA Lunar horizon glow science typically requires large off-nadir slews to obtain the 
correct sensor geometries, the ability to collect science has been limited (and at times even 
prevented) by the time required to do the slews. Therefore, LOLA Lunar horizon glow science 
activity provides a corner case for evaluating the utility of fast maneuvers for reorienting the 
LRO. 
 
SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS AND CONTROL 
In this section, we present the equations of motion for the LRO spacecraft and describe the ob-
serving mode attitude control law that will be used to implement the new fast maneuvers.  
Satellite Equations of Motion 
The LRO is a three-axis stabilized satellite that uses a set of four reaction wheels with a total 
momentum storage capacity of 130 Nms for attitude control [5]. The wheels are arranged in a 
tetrahedron configuration as shown in Figure 4.  
The satellite equations of motion may be constructed by assembling the differential equations 
for the attitude kinematics and the rotational dynamics together with the equations describing the 
dynamics of the reaction wheel array. The attitude of the satellite is parameterized using a quater-
nion representation, with the following kinematic differential equation:
 
 
   (1) 
where 
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Figure 4. Reaction wheel array on the LRO. 
 
Euler’s equations for the rotational dynamics of the satellite are given as [6] 
   (3) 
 
where  I  is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft. Vector  h  is the reaction wheel angular momentum 
and t  is the reaction wheel control torque vector and 
 
t
ext
 is the vector of external torques, each 
expressed in the satellite body-fixed frame. 
The reaction wheel angular momenta and the reaction wheel control torques are transformed 
from the individual wheel spin axes to the body-fixed frame by the following equations 
 
 
h = I
w
ZW
w
  (4) 
and 
   (5) 
where 
 
I
w
 is the inertia of the flywheels and 
 
W
w
is the vector of reaction wheel angular rates. Ma-
trix  Z is a column matrix of unit vectors relating the individual wheel spin axes to the body-fixed 
frame, i.e. 
 
Z = [z
1
| z
2
| z
3
| z
4
]. 
Selecting the state vector as 
 
x = [q |w |W
w
]T  and the control vector as 
 
u = t
w
 give the follow-
ing state-space model of the satellite dynamics 
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Observing Mode Control Law 
Slews are implemented using LRO’s observing mode attitude control law. Observing mode is 
used for all nominal pointing and slewing operations including those for science data collection 
and instrument calibrations [5]. A detailed description of the control law is given in [7] and so 
only some highlights are given here. The control torque command is determined using a standard 
PID control law with a proportionally-limited attitude error to generate constant-rate roll, pitch or 
yaw-axis slews. The control law is given as 
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The torque command, 
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where 
 
q
tgt
 is the commanded target quaternion, 
 
q
est
is the estimated attitude quaternion and sym-
bol Ä  denotes the quaternion multiplication operation. The ‘proplim’ function in (7) implements 
proportional limiting on quaternion error for preservation of the attitude vector direction (roll, 
pitch or yaw) for a rate limited slew. The per-axis rate limit is presently set at 0.13 deg/sec. A 
third-order elliptic filter, applied to each body axis torque, is used to provide modal suppression 
of the low frequency spacecraft modes while maintaining adequate linear stability margins [7].  
The estimated attitude quaternion, 
 
q
est
, is derived from a six-state Kalman filter that uses two 
star trackers and one 3-axis inertial reference unit (IRU) to estimate the IRU bias terms and the 
spacecraft inertial attitude quaternion. The estimated quaternion is the definitive attitude for 
onboard attitude control. Due to degradation of LRO’s rate gyros, a new zero gyro control mode 
has been developed that removes the IRU from the Kalman filter and instead uses derived rate 
data. In this mode, the two star trackers play a dual role and provide the usual attitude reference 
as well as a derived rate signal that can be filtered to replace the information from the IRU. 
 
PRACTICAL COSIDERATONS 
Bright Object/Occultation Constraints 
A key challenge in developing a fast attitude maneuver for the LRO is the need to autono-
mously accommodate practical vehicle attitude, power and thermal constraints. For example, it is 
necessary to maintain an angle of at least 60-deg between the instrument deck and the Sun. Keep 
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out constraints also exist for instrument deck Moon and Earth interference, as well as constraints 
associated with the spacecraft’s star trackers. In the zero gyro control mode discussed above, off 
nadir slews will not be performed if both star trackers are occulted. Satisfaction of these pointing 
constraints along the maneuver trajectory is critical for operation of the spacecraft. 
A schematic for constructing a canonical keep out constraint is given in Figure 5. In Figure 5, 
unit vector  bˆ
B  denotes the orientation of an instrument bore-sight with respect to the satellite 
body-fixed frame. Unit vector  cˆ
N  denotes the orientation of a bright or occulting body, such as 
the Sun, Moon or Earth, referenced to an inertial frame, N.  
 
 
Figure 5. Schematic of bright-object avoidance. 
 
In order to construct an appropriate keep out constraint, it is necessary to express vectors  bˆ
B  
and  cˆ
N  in the same frame. For example, if it is desired to work in the spacecraft body reference 
frame, B, then the vector pointing to the bright or occulting body must be transformed as 
 ˆc
B =B CN cˆN . On the other hand, if it is desired to work in the inertial reference frame, then the 
instrument bore-sight vector must be transformed as  bˆ
N =N CBbˆB . Thus, the transformation ma-
trix  
B
C
N  is interpreted as a transformation from frame N to frame B and the transformation ma-
trix  
N
C
B  is interpreted as a transformation from frame B to frame N.  
In order to maintain a target object outside of the bore-sight cone having half-angle 
 
q
min
, as in 
Figure 5, the following constraint must be satisfied at all times  
 
 
cˆB(t)éë
ù
û
T
bˆB £ cos(q
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)   (9) 
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In (9), unit vector  cˆ
B  is a function of time since the spacecraft is in motion relative to the iner-
tial frame. In the language of dynamic optimization, the keep out constraint is a nonlinear path 
constraint that must be enforced along any feasible attitude trajectory. Moreover, due to the influ-
ence of time on the relative positions of the bodies, the constraint may be binding over an entire 
maneuver, over only portions of a maneuver, or entirely non-binding. 
In order to determine the various 
 
cˆB(t) =B CN (t)cˆN (t), planetary ephemeris data referenced to 
an Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame (J2000) is used. Together with the LRO ephemeris, it is 
possible to compute the positions and velocities of all the bodies of interest relative to the LRO 
using the following vector equations in the ECI frame (see also Figure 6): 
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In (10) through (12), the notation ‘M/LRO’ is taken to mean ‘Moon with respect to LRO’, etc. 
The velocities are determined similarly. Next, the transformation matrix  
B
C
N
 may be constructed 
as a sequence of transformations,  
B
C
N =B CZ ZCO OCN , where frame O is an orbital reference 
frame and frame Z is a local ‘zero-offset’ spacecraft reference frame.  
The orbital reference frame is defined such that the +z-axis points towards the center of the 
Moon in the orbit plane, the +y-axis is in the direction of the normal to the orbit plane and the +x-
axis completes the right-handed triad. The transformation from the inertial frame to the orbital 
frame is computed from the ephemeris data as 
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The LRO has two modes of operation that define the local zero-offset reference frame. In the 
‘forward’ mode, the null attitude is such that the spacecraft is aligned with the orbital frame so 
that 
 
Z
C
O
forward
 is the identity matrix. In the ‘reverse’ mode, the spacecraft is rotated by 180-
degrees about the nadir axis. In this case, the transformation to the local zero-offset reference 
frame is  
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Figure 6. Vectors for computing interference of instrument and  
sensor bore-sights with bright or occulting objects. 
 
The last transformation, from the local zero-offset frame to the spacecraft body-fixed frame, is 
defined by the offset quaternion, 
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The orientations of the star tracker bore-sight vectors are illustrated in Figure 6. For normal 
operations of the LRO spacecraft, it is necessary to ensure that the star tracker bore-sights do not 
enter the keep-out cones defined by the angles listed in Table 1. For LRO’s new gyroless attitude 
control mode, at least one star tracker must always remain available or large angle maneuvers will 
not be performed. In addition to this, it is always necessary to ensure that the instruments (nomi-
nally aligned with the +z-axis of the spacecraft) are not pointed to within 63 degrees of the Sun. 
 
Table 1. Minimum interference angles for LRO operation. 
Bright Body Star Tracker 1 Star Tracker 2 +z-body axis 
Sun 25 deg 25 deg 63 deg 
Moon 15 deg 15 deg N/A 
Earth 15 deg 15 deg N/A 
 
 
Operational Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions for a given maneuver are determined by project scientists to satisfy the 
requirements for scientific data collection. For LOLA Lunar horizon glow science, this is done 
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using a specialized set of tools to identify time-tagged sets of desirable sunrise/sunset collection 
geometries. From these sets, several candidates are selected that can be accommodated in the 
mission-planning schedule and that do not conflict with other planned science activities. Deter-
mining the target attitude for science collection is done by pointing the laser ranging bore-sight 
slightly off of the Sun vector. The lunar geography is taken into consideration to fine tune the 
target attitude so that geographical features do not block the instrument field-of-view. LOLA Lu-
nar horizon glow science is conducted using the LRO’s offset quaternion mode so that the in-
strument field-of-view will drift across the horizon during the science collection activity even 
though the slew is a rest-to-rest maneuver. An example of this bore sight motion is illustrated in 
Figure 3.  
 
FASTMAN PROBLEM FORMULATION 
For the LRO spacecraft, we are interested in determining minimum-time maneuvers with atti-
tude as well as other dynamic and engineering constraints. This objective is achieved autono-
mously by solving a dynamic optimization problem as part of the ground-based maneuver plan-
ning process. The FastMan algorithm is intended to be inserted as a new maneuver planning 
mode into LRO’s existing attitude maneuver (AttMan) planning software [11] to enable a seam-
less integration of fast maneuvering into the LRO’s standard mission planning workflow. In its 
simplest form, the problem formulation for dynamic optimization can be written as  
   (16) 

The fast maneuver problem formulation and its variations are solved using a numerical algo-
rithm to determine the state-control function pair,  
t ® (q,w ,W,u) that allows the satellite to be 
reoriented between the given boundary conditions in the shortest time. A key element in solving 
fast maneuvers autonomously lies in proper scaling and balancing of the problem equations (see 
[8, 9]). As part of the solution process, constraints on the spacecraft angular rate, acceleration and 
reaction wheel control torque are enforced, as are the  N = 9 interference constraints. In other 
formulations of the fast maneuver problem, additional operational constraints such as thermal or 
power and/or details pertaining to the attitude control system dynamics are included as necessary 
in order to obtain flight ready solutions. 
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Example Fast Maneuver 
To illustrate the application of the FastMan algorithm, a fast maneuver was developed for per-
forming horizon glow science with the LOLA instrument. The slew was designed as an alterna-
tive maneuver to support a planned collection activity scheduled for November 17, 2017. This 
maneuver will hereafter be referred to as the ‘day-321’ maneuver. The day-321 maneuver was 
developed as part of a shadowing exercise where fast maneuver profiles were designed in parallel 
with the conventional planning process in order to test the new ground workflow. 
The requirements for the day-321 slew were to perform a rest-to-rest maneuver to the science 
objective such that the bore-sight of LOLA’s secondary laser ranging (LR) system was aligned 
with a pre-determined location on the Lunar horizon at 03:25:55 UTC. The required quaternion 
offset from nadir, 
 
q
tgt
= [-0.803, 0.150, -0.226,  0.531]T , was determined by the LOLA project 
scientists. The fast maneuver trajectory obtained by solving (16) is shown in Figure 7. For this 
fast maneuver, the interference constraints were non-binding. Figure 7a shows the offset attitude 
quaternions for the maneuver. In a conventional maneuver, the quaternions increase or decrease 
monotonically towards their desired values. This is because in a conventional maneuver the 
spacecraft rotation is constrained to occur about the eigenaxis, for example, the roll, pitch, or yaw 
axis. In a fast maneuver, however, small off-eigenaxis motions are inserted in order to capitalize 
on the physics of rigid body motion. This allows the satellite to move advantageously about axes 
that are the least restrictive to rotational motion.  As a consequence, the fast maneuver builds up 
rate about all three body axes simultaneously (see Figure 7b) and utilizes the reaction wheels to 
modulate the off-eigenaxis rotations in a way that ensures the desired attitude quaternion is 
achieved at the end of the maneuver.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7. Example fast maneuver to support a LOLA Lunar horizon glow science opportunity on  
November 17, 2017: (a) offset attitude quaternions; (b) spacecraft body-rates. 
 
To illustrate the utility of fast maneuvering over the existing maneuver plan, the fast maneuver 
trajectory of Figure 7a can be mapped to inertial quaternions for comparison against the standard 
slew. A plan using the FastMan algorithm and a standard attitude maneuver plan were both con-
structed for the day-321 LOLA science collection activity. Each plan included a maneuver from a 
nadir-pointing attitude out to the science attitude followed by a 10-minute collection window dur-
ing which the data pertaining to the horizon glow experiment should be collected. Then, a second 
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maneuver was planned to return the satellite from the science attitude back to nadir pointing. The 
two maneuver plans are shown in Figure 8. 
Referring to Figure 8, the time for the day-321 LOLA science maneuver is reduced by approx-
imately 38% and the total time footprint for the science activity was compressed from 43.6-
minutes to 33.6 minutes using the FastMan algorithm. There are two ways that this time savings 
can be leveraged by the LRO mission. First, all off-nadir science activities must be completed 
within a 60-minute window. This time period includes the maneuver to the science objective, the 
collection activity itself and the return maneuver. Thus, the reduction in slew time allows the 
LOLA instrument to collect additional data within the allotted 60-minute window if this is de-
sired. The new fast maneuvering capability can therefore be advantageous when long off-nadir 
collection windows are required. Second, it may be the case that the required science activity can 
be fully completed without violating the 60-minute off-nadir time limit. In this situation, fast ma-
neuvering still reduces the total off-nadir time duration. This frees up time in the mission plan for 
other instruments to perform tasks. In addition, fast maneuvering has also been identified as an 
enabling capability for use during periods of eclipse, when opportunities for science observations 
requiring large slews are often missed because the long time-durations required with the solar 
panels pointed off-sun cause violations of power or thermal constraints. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 8. Maneuvers plans for LOLA science activity on November 17, 2017: (a) standard maneuver 
plan; (b) maneuver plan obtained using FastMan algorithm reduces maneuver time by nearly 40%. 
 
MANEUVER PLANNING AND PRE-FLIGHT VERIFICATION 
In this section, we show how FastMan can integrate into the workflow for LRO attitude ma-
neuver planning and describe some of the various checks that are done to validate a maneuver 
plan prior to flight. Figure 9 shows a simplified schematic of the attitude maneuver planning pro-
cess that is performed as part of the LRO ground support segment as NASA GSFC. The attitude 
maneuver planning tool for LRO is the AttMan  utility [11]. AttMan  generates a sequence of 
attitudes for all maneuvers requested by the mission operations center which, in turn, receives 
maneuver requests from the individual project scientists in the form slew requests. As part of the 
attitude maneuver planning process, AttMan  performs checks on pointing constraints and out-
puts times, attitudes and commanding keywords in the form of a slew plan that can be ingested by 
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ground support software to create operational (ops) products. The ops products are a collection of 
data files that are ultimately utilized to generate the command and control sequences that are up-
linked and stored on the spacecraft for real-time execution. AttMan  also produces a predicted 
attitude file that is used for downstream constraint and operational checks on the output maneuver 
plan. The new FastMan  algorithm has been developed as a ‘plug-in’ module that can be ac-
cessed by the AttMan  utility (see Figure 9) via new slew request keywords in order to generate a 
fast maneuver profile as described in the previous sections. 
 
 
Figure 9. Attitude maneuver planning workflow. 
 
Referring to Figure 9, attitude maneuver verification is done using a series of utilities devel-
oped to check various operational constraints. The general sensor interference tool (gsit) is a 
utility used to check a maneuver plan for star tracker interference and to validate that the +z-axis 
Sun angle constraint is not violated. An example output for LOLA’s fast maneuver is shown in 
Figure 10. During the fast maneuver to the science objective, the Sun is visible to the scientific 
instruments (+z-axis). However, since the objective of the science activity is to point LOLA’s LR 
in the direction of the Sun, the angle between the Sun and the +z-axis will be increased well 
above the constraint (denoted in Figure 10 as the value of 
 
q
min
). This is because the LR is mount-
ed on the spacecraft’s high-gain antenna, which points in the –z direction. The +z-axis will there-
fore be pointed away from the Sun. During the science collection activity, the Sun is occulted by 
the Moon because the Sun has set over the Lunar horizon. During the occultation by the Moon 
there is no restriction on the Sun angle and so the Sun angle for the maneuver back to the nadir 
pointing orientation can be less than the 
 
q
min
 threshold as shown in Figure 10. Once back in the 
nadir pointing orientation, the Sun angle increases with time and is above the 
 
q
min
 threshold when 
the Sun again becomes visible to the scientific instruments. 
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Figure 10. Verification of Sun interference angle for FastMan using gsit. 
 
The guide star analysis tool (gsat) is utilized to visualize the motion and orientation of the 
LR bore-sight for Lunar horizon glow science. The output of gsat  is shown in Figure 11a for 
LOLA’s fast maneuver. As is seen, the LR sensor field-of-view is oriented at the Lunar horizon 
just after the Sun has set. In the gsat  output, the Moon has been made slightly transparent so 
that the position of the Sun relative to the sensor field-of-view can be observed. As shown  
Figure 11, the Sun is located just beneath the horizon line when the sensor arrives on target. A 
similar visualization (Figure 11b) has been done to illustrate the actual orientation of the sensor 
during the science collection activity. Comparing Figures 11a and 11b, it is observed that the on-
target bore-sight direction for LOLA’s fast maneuver is the same as the bore-sight direction ob-
tained from telemetry. In addition to confirming the sensor orientation during the science collec-
tion window, the gsat  tool can also be used to visualize the movement of the LRO during the 
fast maneuver to get a sense of how the rotational motion of the fast maneuver differs from that of 
the standard slew. 
The last tool used for verification of attitude maneuver plans is the slew verification tool 
(SVT). SVT is primarily used to check thermal and power constraints. This is done by computing 
various angles and tracking their changes during maneuvering. SVT  will be used to verify fast 
maneuvers by checking these angles.  SVT  continues to be updated with more detailed models of 
the battery charge/dis-charge states. While this effort is primarily aimed at supporting better deci-
sion making for mission planners – particularly for activities scheduled during low-beta periods – 
the updated power models can be inserted into the FastMan algorithm to enhance maneuver de-
sign. 
There are two pre-flight checkout tools available to verify maneuvers prior to their implemen-
tation on orbit. The first tool is the LRO high-fidelity simulation (Hi-Fi sim) that implements 
a model of the spacecraft and its attitude control system in MATLAB/Simulink. Hi-Fi sim  is 
used primarily for engineering support and development activities. For example, Hi-Fi sim 
played a key role in the design and testing of LRO’s new gyroless attitude control mode. Hi-Fi 
sim is also the tool used to validate the flight-readiness of the FastMan concept and for devel-
opment and testing of a new spacecraft commanding scheme for operational implementation of 
the FastMan attitude profiles.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 11. Screenshots of gsat output showing the on-target laser ranging sensor bore-sight orienta-
tion for a Lunar horizon glow science opportunity on November 17, 2017:  
(a) bore-sight orientation obtained from FastMan predicted attitude;  
(b) actual bore-sight orientation obtained from spacecraft telemetry. 
 
Example Hi-Fi sim  output for LOLA’s day-321 fast maneuver is shown in Figure 12. The 
maneuver was implemented by utilizing LRO’s existing quaternion error feedback system to 
track the FastMan attitude profiles. The attitude profiles will be reproduced on the vehicle by uti-
lizing an interpolation filter. This reduces the rate at which commands need to be read from the 
spacecraft command storage buffer to reduce uplink and data storage requirements on the space-
craft. Further details on this innovation can be found in reference [12].  
Figure 12a shows that the actual attitude quaternions lag the commands somewhat. This is a 
result of the fact that the spacecraft attitude control system was not designed as an input tracking 
system but rather simply to regulate to attitude setpoints. This does not present a practical chal-
lenge, however, because the time constant of the attitude control is quite small in comparison 
with the overall maneuver time. The spacecraft angular rates are shown in Figure 12b. The plots 
show that the attitude control system can implement the fast maneuver while properly adhering to 
the specified attitude rate limits. This is possible because these rate limits were considered explic-
itly in the fast maneuver design by the FastMan algorithm. 
In contrast to Hi-Fi sim, the flat-sat simulator (Flat Sat sim) implements a hardware-
in-the-loop simulation of LRO’s flight computer. Thus, operation of the Flat Sat sim  for 
fast maneuvering verifies that the FastMan  plug-in and its associated ground workflow can cor-
rectly generate all of the relevant ops products that must be ingested by the spacecraft for flight. 
In addition, Flat Sat sim   will be used to vet any flight software patches that are needed to 
fully integrate FastMan before they are uplinked to the spacecraft. Some preliminary testing of 
FastMan  has been successfully completed using Flat Sat sim , and an engineering flight 
test plan for incorporating FastMan into LRO day-to-day operations has been developed and will 
be executed at NASA GSFC.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 12. Hi-Fi sim of FastMan for a Lunar horizon glow science opportunity on November 17, 
2017: (a) inertial attitude quaternions; (b) spacecraft angular rates in body frame. 
 
SUMMARY 
The demands of extended mission science operations often push a spacecraft’s attitude control 
systems to its limits. This is because achieving extended mission objectives can require utilization 
of the scientific instruments in ways that were not conceived as part of the original attitude con-
trol design. This paper described an algorithm for faster maneuvering that was tailored for use 
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). Analysis shows that the FastMan algorithm will 
open regions of observation that were not previously feasible in LRO’s third extended mission. 
The paper includes an example of the design of a fast maneuver for LRO’s Lunar Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter. For this science activity, slew time is reduced by nearly 40%.  End-to-end pre-flight 
and ground-tests were also presented to demonstrate the readiness of FastMan for its planned in-
sertion into the day-to-day operation of the LRO. This pioneering work is extensible beyond LRO 
and has potential to improve the science data collection return capability of other spacecraft, es-
pecially observatories in their extended mission phases looking to expand their utility by pursuing 
new, unplanned applications. 
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